Thought’s about the Ruth search for the California Mine
(first draft)March 28, 2009
Sometimes people are convinced that good fortune has favored them and during the process of
actualizing that bounty forgo natural prudence which places them in situations of extreme
vulnerability. While taking risks appears to be a expected condition of living, caution should be
excluded only in the most dire of circumstances. It seems - from my vantage point - that Dr.
Erwin Ruth and Dr. Adolph Ruth made several reckless decisions regarding documents that were
given to Dr. Erwin Ruth ( Dr. Adolph Ruth’s son). These documents, apparently given to Erwin
sometime in 1912 in gratitude for services he performed, were originally thought to be directions
and maps to a California mine owned by the Gonzales family before the 1846 Mexican war;
however, at least one of the documents referred to a mine in present day Arizona. Using the
California mine documents both Adolph and Erwin attempted to find the California mine in
December 1919. The search was prematurely abandoned when Adolph broke his hip. It appears
that neither of them resumed the search for the mine at a future time. Adolph Ruth however
continues to research the document or documents that referred to the Arizona mine and in 1931
makes an attempt to find that mine and unfortunately has a mishap which this time cost him his
life. The circumstances surrounding his death has never been fully resolved and the cause of
death range from natural death by various causes to murder - while the official report states the
cause was by natural causes. Because the Arizona mine was in the Superstition Mountain and
was purported to be “The Lost Dutchman” mine the publicity associated with the 1931 incident
has been and continues to be of interest.
However, the California mine interests me for several reasons. Among them are:
(1) Foremost is - why did Erwin Ruth let his father get into such a situation where he became
“lost” and it took a search party four days to find him! (See Dec. 12, 1919 Post Card below)
(2) Why was the search for the mine not resumed once Adolph had recovered?
(3) Since the documents to the California mine seem to have been valid (and I suppose accurate),
why did the Ruth family abandon the search altogether?
(4) Why have the original documents never been found?
Unless a diary of Adolph or Erwin Ruth turns up which address these questions, these issues can
not properly be answered.
A few years ago (sometime in the 1990's), Greg Davis gave me a copy of a page from a
Thurston’s Road Map which was apparently used by Adolph Ruth on the California adventure.
The original map was given to Fred Guiry of the Dons Club in 1949 by Erwin Ruth. The page
copied from the road map was a map of a portion of Southern California which will be shown
shortly; however, later I obtained a complete copy of the Thurston Road Map and found some
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interesting details. First, the Thurston map had two copyrighted dates of 1915 and 1916 by
Albert G. Thurston (note: that is 3 years earlier than 1919) and was published by Western Map
and Publishing Company (Pasadena, Cal) with no publication date as shown below. Note the
remark “All map users who wish authentic information ... should use Thurston’s, as they
are based on government surveys”.

1915 copyright at bottom

1916 copyright at bottom
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And second, I had assumed that the original map was a map of California which Adolph and
Erwin had probably purchased when they rented the car after they arrived in Los Angeles by
train; however, as shown below, the front side of the title page on the cover said:

THURSTON’S TRAVEL AND MILAGE MAP OF HIGHWAYS,
CITIES, TOWN, RAILWAYS [of] SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA and
ARIZONA (The Desert Map) and East to WASHINGTON D.C. Via
Southern all year Round Route
and the back side of the title page contained a Transcontinental Map which showed the
“Southern all year Round Route” that extended from Washington D.C. on the east to San Diego,
California on the west. In 1919, Adolph Ruth lived in Washington D. C., so what I think is a
pivotal question to this discussion is “Did Adolph Ruth purchase the map some time (perhaps
years) before leaving on the trip or did he purchase it after arriving in California?”.
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Reproduced below is copy of the original page given to me:

As can be seen it is a map of the San Diego area of Southern California; However, Adolph Ruth
has marked an X on the map by Julian California.
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A closer look at that area of the map shows the X more clearly:

The center point of the X appears to be slightly east and north of Julian, California. If we give

X where it is based upon the total
knowledge that he possessed regarding the mine that he was looking for - the X was therefore
Adolph Ruth some credit and assume that he (1) placed the

possibly a “product” of this knowledge before his arrival in the area and (2) that he had no
reason to falsify the location on the map (i.e. paranoia, etc.) , then we can start to ask some
interesting questions. One interesting question is “was the X placed on the map before Adolph
left home and did he bring the original Gonzales documents (or copies of them) with him to
California for reference?”. It can easily be seen that the timing of Adolph Ruth’s placement of
this symbol on the map can affect the relative importance of the symbol. If for instance he placed
the symbol on the map before he left home, then the placement would be based entirely upon the
knowledge he had obtained only from the documents that he was studying; however, if he placed
it on the map sometime after they had arrived in the area then its placement would partially be
because of their first hand knowledge of the terrain. Also, if he didn’t bring the original Gonzales
documents with him then the value of the symbol also changes and would became more
important as all the remaining knowledge would be in Adolph’s memory. Another point is that

X as drawn on the map covers an area of between six and ten miles; however, how many
miles was the X meant to represent if based upon the original documents? If drawn after
Adolph’s arrival the X probably meant to represent that much area. So while the X was placed
the

upon the map based upon Adolph Ruth’s knowledge, the “structure” of his knowledge and
possibly the concept of where the mine was located changed over time.
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Adolph and Erwin arrived in Los Angeles and rented a car on or before December 12, 1919
based upon a postcard that Erwin sent which is postmarked from Los Angeles on December 12
(contained in the Ruth Collection of the Superstition Mountain Historical Society):
Transcription of Post Card postmarked Dec. 12, 1919

To: M. Wells Hawkins (Washington D.C.)
Father and I have rented a car and will leave here today. I am not crazy
about going into the desert but will have to protect father. Erwin
The next time one hears about them is in the following article that appeared in the San Diego
Union on December 22, 1919:
Transcription of San Diego Union December 22, 1919 article about Adolph Ruth:

GEOLOGIST FALLS IN MOUNTAINS,
BREAKS HIP; LIES IN AGONY 4 DAYS
Son Makes Futile Search for Father, Then Obtains
Help Of Ranchers, Who Form Parties and Find Man.
Missing his footing while making government surveys in
the desert mountains east of Warner Hot Springs, and breaking his
hip in a fall to the rocks below, A. Ruth, U.S. geologist, lay for
four days and three nights without food or water and suffering
tortures from his injury. The accident happened Wednesday
morning; he was found Saturday night.
Ruth, a man of about 60 years old, has, with his son, E. C.
Ruth, been in the San Felipe country for some time studying the
formation of that territory for oil. They have been camping near
their automobile in the Borego [sic.] valley.
Last Wednesday morning the elder Ruth went out alone to
continue the work in the desert mountains. When evening fell he
had not returned and the son searched all that night and all the next
day for his father, but found no trace of him.
The younger Ruth then went several miles to a ranch house
in the Borego [sic] valley and sought the aid of the ranchers. A
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party was formed and the search for Ruth continued all of
Thursday, Friday and Saturday. C. E. Bemis, a rancher, found the
injured man Saturday evening. He was suffering greatly and
probably could not have survived much longer had help not
arrived.
Ruth was taken to his automobile and brought to Warner
Hot Springs, where he was attended by two physicians, who
pronounced his injuries serious, but not necessarily fatal. An
ambulance was sent out from San Diego and brought the
government man to a hospital in this city. He is getting along, the
physicians say, as well as could be expected, considering his
injuries and the terrifying experience he went through.

Based upon the article, while Adolph and Erwin may not have been paranoid, however, they did
have a “cover story” (“studying the formation of that territory for oil”) as to why they were in the
area. One of the questions is, based upon the report of his accident, “What were Adolph and
Erwin doing in Borrego Valley (and what area specifically defines Borrego Valley)?”. As can be
seen by the map, Borrego Spring and today’s Anza-Borrego Desert valley is much further east
(by miles!) of the marked location on the map (Borrego Spring is just showing at the right edge
of the above map). It is possible that there is an error in the report of the location of the accident
or perhaps once on location Adolph made some decisions about the location of the mine not
noted on the above map. After all, it appears that they had been in the area for at least 5 days
before the accident occurred. But let’s focus on the X and see if we can determine what it might
have originally meant since it is not possible to determine what happened once Adolph and his
son arrived at the location.
First, let’s review what is known about the documents that were given to Erwin Ruth in about
1912 and were most likely the force behind Adolph Ruth drawing the X . According to the
Erwin Ruth Manuscript “The Story Of The Mexican’s Gold Mines” dated October 15, 1931, the
documents were given to Erwin by a Senora Gonzales and included a map to the Gonzales family
gold mine in California. This manuscript mostly focuses on the Peralta Arizona map but does
mention to some extent the California documents and the nature of the mine and mining activity.
According to this manuscript, the mine was not worked continuously but expeditions were made
from time to time to work the mine. The manuscript states that Senora Gonzales related that
“After the American-Mexican war, the Peralta lost legal claim to their mine, but like grandfather,
they too sent in trusted peons to work the mine who returned to Sonora with gold ore laden
burros.” So what did the area we are interested in look like at the time of the American-Mexican
war? The following is a portion of a map created by Major William Emory of the US Calvary
during his Survey in 1854-1855 which determined the boundary between the United States and
Mexico.
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The trail shown which goes to the Warners Rancheria according to then Lieutenant Emory
(December 1846) in the book “Lieutenant Emory Reports” was the “great pass to Sonora” which
served as the communication link between Mexico and San Diego, etc..
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To digress a little and review Emory’s 1846 map in his book “Lieutenant Emory Reports” which
shows the “great pass to Sonora” . This point is exemplified by the map reproduced below
showing the road through the Sierra Nevada range to San Diego:
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A more detailed look at the Warner Rancheria and San Felipe area show the valley in greater
detail than the 1855 map :

In the book, Emory states:
December 1. We ascended the valley, now destitute of both grass and water, to its
termination, and then descended to the deserted Indian village of San Felippe.[sic] ... Our
camp was in a long field of grass, three or four miles in extent, through which a warm
stream flowed and drained through a canyon to the north, abreast of the village..
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The location of the December 1, camp (and the Indian village of San Felippe) is shown on the
above map and if I try to locate the old village on a present day map using the that as a guide, we
have:

The arrow showing where the old Indian village of San Felipe would approximately be based
upon Emory’s map. But to return to the original discussion..
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The following terrain & satellite images are from Google Map. First a Google map search for
Julian California was performed and then a terrain scroll north to the right area.
Note in the following modern day terrain map how the road from Coyote Wells to Warners
Rancheria today follows the same terrain- both of which support the placement of the X in the
valley leading to the Warners Rancheria. However note how far east Borrego Springs and the
Anza-Borrego desert are:
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The Warners Rancheria was built in 1845 and was originally a land grant “Rancho Valle de San
Jose Y Agua Calente” which Mr. Warner renamed when he built his ranch house. Portions of the
land had originally been granted to Silvestre de la Portilla in the 1830's, then Jose Antonio Pico
acquired a land grant for the rancho in 1840 from Gov. Juan Bautista Alvardo but abandoned it in
1842. It was a major rest stop during the gold rush days along the Gila Trail to California. This
point is brought out to note that Warners Rancheria was first major settlement (i.e. no other
settlements in the San Felipe valley) after crossing the desert and how sparsely populated the area
was at the time. There is a Mexican land grant in the San Felipe valley today called the “Valle de
San Felipe” grant but it was granted by Pio Pico to Felipe Castillo in 1846.
So now that we are comfortable with the fact that in the 1800's the trail from Sonora went
through this valley to get to the Warners Rancheria and on to San Diego, etc., let’s take a closer
look at the X . First note that the left side of the cross-bar on the X seems to start at the peak of
a mountain north of Julian and the top of the up-bar just passes to the east of a small hill denoted
on the map and the up-bar also touches Grapevine spring.
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When I first received the page from Greg Davis of the Thurston Road Map, my original
interpretation of the X was a straightforward one based upon the structure of Vulcan Mountain
which is the mountain north of Julian. Even after a later period of research with Bill Steila this
interpretation did not change; however Bill Steila made the important observation that the up-bar
of the

X is actually two lines as shown in the following figure:

Bill thought that the red portion of the line represented the “north pointer” of a compass; thus,
illuminating the point that the symbol was not just placed haphazardly or drawn without
forethought!
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The following overlay of the X on a terrain map shows the first possible interpretation which
was that the cross-bar of the X represented the long ridge of Vulcan Mountain and that the upbar indicated some point along this ridge - certainly a reasonable assessment based upon my
knowledge of the area and the drawing of the

X as placed on the Thurston Road Map:

If this was what Adolph Ruth meant and he was searching the ridge for the mine, then the
accident that he incurred should have happened somewhere on Vulcan Mountain.
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However since then I have received some more Erwin Ruth documents from Greg Davis (in early
2009) among which was a letter from Glenn Magill to Dr. Erwin Ruth dated February 18, 1968
that prompted me to try another interpretation of what Adolph Ruth might have meant by the X
(note that I am now changing my evaluation of the symbol based upon some “new” input that I
feel has value!). Starting with a present day terrain map of the Julian area let’s try a different
overlay the X which tries to account for the hill on the Thurston Road Map:

This new placement which is only about a mile north of the original gives us a different sense of
the approximate location of the X on the Thurston map. The left side of the cross-hatch now
starts at a mountain peak as is apparently indicated on the Thurston Road Map which is the last
peak (Catfish Spring) south east of the Vulcan Mountain main peak and follows the valley
(instead of the mountain ridge line) to the east of the peak. Notice that Grapevine Mountain is a
few miles to the east of this placement of the X . and the up-bar of the X appears to bisect San
Felipe Road fairly close to the road crossing shown on the Thurston Road Map.
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As for the hill on the Thurston Road Map, I think that it is the hill shown in the following figure even though it is slightly west of the left side of the cross-hatch with this placement of the X
overlay; however, if the left side of the cross-hatch had started at Vulcan Mountain’s main peak
instead of east of it then it appears that it would be correct. So from this standpoint, it appears
that Adolph probably had the highest point of Vulcan Mountain in mind when he drew the X :

I have explored the area and it seems to be the only hill in the area that appears to match what is
indicated on the road map in both shape and location along San Felipe Road.
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Moving the left side of the cross-hatch to the Vulcan Mountain main peak to set the “hill” in the
correct orientation depending on the “size” of the
depending on the “size” of the

X:

Smaller X

Larger X
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X

might look like one of the following -

Taking a slightly closer look at the “hill” area we have:

The reason I am spending so much attention to this area is because it is close to the San Felipe
River and it appears to be an area possible designated by the X placed on the Thurston Road
Map by Adolph Ruth. To follow this reasoning further, I set forth the following postulates based
upon the document shown in attachment #1 which was written by Glenn Magill to Dr. Erwin
Ruth on February 18, 1968. This document concerns actual or possible information which Erwin
Ruth gave to Glenn Magill concerning the location of the mine.
(1) That the location of the mine was along the San Felipe Creek:
“Here, we followed San Felipe Creek North toward Borrego Spring.” (Pg. 1,Par: 3 ln 2-3)
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(2) That the location is before reaching a “spring”:
“Just short of Borrego Spring, we made a turn at a right angle and proceeded to a
North/South range of large hills, which arose out of the desert floor, itself.” (Pg. 1,Par: 3
ln 3-4)
(3) That the location concerned some hills with three peaks:
“Here, we found a suspicious situation consisting of three rather large hills with blunt
peaks. These hills all came together as one ridge when we came near them. However the
peaks were still distinct and separated as we had seen them from a distance” (Pg. 1,Par: 3
ln 5-9)
“Although these hills are requisite and perfectly match his [Peg Leg Smith] description,
(they also fit the description you supplied me on the hills you and your father saw)...”(Pg.
1,Par: 6 ln 1-2)
Another interesting point about this letter is that it appears that it was Glenn Magill who injected
the “mythical” connection of the mine that Adolph and Erwin were looking for to the “Lost Peg
Leg” by his remarks:
“Supplementing my report to you on the Peg Leg. ...” (Pg. 1, Par. 1, ln 1)
and
“Although these hills are requisite and perfectly match his [Peg Leg Smith] description,
(they also fit the description you supplied me on the hills you and your father saw)...”(Pg.
1,Par: 6 ln 1-2)
and
“I am almost convinced that this range is the one you described to me, and it fits
perfectly with other information I have on the Peg Leg”(Pg. 1,Par: 7 ln 1-2)
There are several books which perpetuate this connection including (1) Borrego 13 (the story of
Gene Reynolds search for the Lost Peg Leg AND the Adolph Ruth’s mine) by Gene Reynolds
who seems to have gotten his information from Glenn Magill and (2) Superstition Mountain, A
Ride Through Time (page 48) by James Swanson and Tom Kollenborn who references Borrego
13 as their source.
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So does the X support any of these claims? Looking again of a close up of the X :

First, we see that claim(1) is definitely supported as San Felipe passes the hill:
(1) That the location of the mine was along the San Felipe Creek:
Second, noting that the up-bar touches Grapevine Spring and that the up-bar is “two” lines not
one (one line appears to actually be a north pointer) it is possible that claim (2) is supported as to
the “spring” reference and possible the “before” reference by the double line:
(2) That the location is before reaching a “spring”:
As for claim(3):
(3) That the location concerned some hills with three peaks:
The following pictures of the “hill” (Cerro de la Hechicera - “the hill of the witch”) and the hills
just past them appear to indicate that either area could satisfy this condition.
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Cerro de la Hechicera looking east
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Cerro de la Hechicera looking west

Area (rolling hills) past Cerro de la Hechicera
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So now the question is - where is the “Grapevine Spring” that is referenced on the Thurston Road
Map? There is no “Grapevine Spring” in the local vicinity including even Grapevine Mountain
on any present day map. Could it be the “Paroli Spring” which is just west of Grapevine
Mountain and close to the San Felipe Road indicated on the present day terrain map? While the
placement and sizing of the X on the terrain map is to a certain extent arbitrary it is amazing how
close the up-bar comes to this spring!

If this line of argument is continued and an attempt is made to follow Glenn Magill’s direction
“Just short of Borrego Spring, we made a turn at a right angle”, by substituting Paroli Spring” for
“Borrego Spring”, we would end up turning into the gully past Cerro de la Hechicera.
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A closer look at this area on the terrain map, of course, does not tell us much:
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or even a satellite image of the area does not show any present day or previous mining activity:

BUT!!! As part of the exercise of analyzing the Adolph road map, I played a game which I
called “Where would I be?” and I put forth the question “Where would I be if I were a mine?”.
Based upon the question, I selected a spot on the google terrain map where I would be if I were a
mine and then changed to the google satellite map and magnified it as far as possible. At the
exact spot that I selected, the area looked to me like the following sketch & satellite image:

Sketch of area
Satellite image

Image enhanced

What a coincidence! Is that possibly a covered up mine entrance? Is my mind playing tricks on
me or am I reading too much into what I see?
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But back to the discussion at hand (after a good humor laugh from Hector Reyes after hearing my
interpretation), it can be seen that using a “loose” interpretation of the Glenn Magill to Dr. Erwin
Ruth February 18, 1968 letter (and possibly reading more into it than is there as to what Erwin
may have disclosed to Glenn) it is possible to find an area within the definition of the X as it is
positioned on the Thurston Road Map to satisfy the conditions outlined in the document without
going to the Anza-Borrego area to do so. However, if the directions were to some location in the
gully just outlined above and Adolph had been somewhere in that area when he sustained his
injury and Erwin was aware of the approximate location where he was searching, it would not
have taken four days to find an injured but conscious person. When the left cross-bar of the
was placed on the main peak of Vulcan mountain as shown above, in could be seen that -

X

depending on the “size” of the X overlay - that a rather large area was defined. If Adolph had
been looking for the mine in this area, then the search area would have not been well defined.
Trying another approach to determining a possible location, Lets try a straightforward approach.
Lets assume that Adolph meant the up-cross of the X to actually start at Grapevine spring.
Where would the line fall in that case? The following image shows that case:
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It was shown previously that if the X started at the main peak of Vulture Mountain that it crosses
the valley (Arkansas Canyon) east of Catfish Spring mountain as shown below:

Larger X
Performing a search of satellite images of the area, the following terrain feature was observed:
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The above image does not indicate the size of the anomaly; however, the following shows the
feature with an overlay of a two lane highway at the same scale superimposed. If one takes the
standard highway lane width to be 12 feet then the road width would be about 25 feet.

The following image suggest in my mind (what an imagination!) a “hidden” trail (white line)
going from the canyon to the spot:
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While I don’t know how strange of an anomaly this object is, I am surprised that there is
something “unusual” (possibly?) at or near this interpretation of the cross point of the X . The
following image shows where the object is located relative to the up-cross line drawn down from
Paroli Spring (i.e. Grapevine Spring):

A closer look:
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If fact, if the size the up-cross of the X from the center to the upper tip is modified to be the size
between the Grapevine Spring and the location notice how the left side of the cross-bar of the
follows the valley and almost touches the top of the mountain:

This possibly warrants further field research.
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